
You are deaf parent and your children are hearing; how do you communicate? 

 

Language includes different ways of communication. Sign languages are varied and so 

are spoken languages. What is the language foundation at birth?  How do you have 

effective communication? There are two different languages in the home, which one is 

the primary?  

 

First language foundation is very critical. For example, at home, we sign in ASL 

(American Sign Language) and yet we include English in literacy form. We also have 

family, friends and the community as a part of our life.  When sign and spoken languages 

are used, they are rarely used at the same time.  

 

Why is this a concern? ASL and English are two different languages; the former is 

manual and the latter is spoken, visual and auditory, and the grammar structures for both 

languages are completely different.  If you wanted to use both at the same time such as 

COLOR WHAT? (while saying “What is the color?), which is a basic sentence, it is 

possible; however, when you want an in-depth, elaborative and a dialogue, using both at 

the same is impossible.  

 

“When using a mixed communication mode, Deaf parents may use fragmentary speech 

with their child and despite that they expect the child to sign back to them. If the parents 

do not provide their child with a good model in either language, it may affect the 

language acquisition process and cause difficulty in the mutual understanding of the 

parents and the children.” Singleton and Tittle (2000) (in credits: Singleton, J.L. & Tittle, 

M.D. (2000). Deaf Parents and their hearing children. Journal of Deaf Studies and Deaf 

Education, 5. 221-236). 

 

I want to tell you a story:  There is a deaf father and a hearing son. They shared 

something in common they love sports.  One day, the wife went up to a person, she 

shared that was concerned about the communication that was taking place between the 

father and son.  The person asked the type of communication that was taking place such 

as speaking alone, signing alone or doing both simultaneously. The wife replied with 

sim-com (simultaneous communication) and wanted a suggestion.  The person made a 

suggestion to forgo spoken language, as it is a shared language between the both. The 

father would lead off by signing alone. The wife was willing to convince her husband.  

Sometimes later, the wife came up to the person and shared the good news. The good 

news was that after a couple of weeks of signing alone, the communication process 

improved greatly compared to before, when information would be inadequate and brief.  

With the use of sign language alone, the ability to go into depth and elaboration of sports 

details and information exchange went longer than usual.  The wife was touched and 

happy with the results.  

 

I want to let you know that I still support both languages; the important thing is to 

encourage first language foundation building while working on a second language 

acquisition, which will be strengthened by the first language.  

 



“The limits of my language means the limits of my world” ~Ludwig Wittgenstein. The 

important thing for hearing children is with two strong language foundations, the world 

will open to experiencing the world in different ways.  


